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EXAMINATION OF NOTIFICATIONS OF BORDER TAX ADJUSTMENTS 
MADE IN THE COMMITTEE ON TRADE IK INDUSTRIAL PRODUCTS 

The Japanese delegation has transmitted to the secretariat the following 
information with regard to notifications numbers 558 and 559. 

Information as to an excise tax as imposed on whisky in Japan (notification 558) 

1. Amount of whisky imported and home produced, coming under each of the three 
different classes in the fiscal year 1967. 

Classes 

Special 

First 

Second 

Total 

Home produced 

12,912 

U,l67 

81,663 

108,742 

(Unit: Kl) 

Imported 

1,013 

0 

0 

1,013 

Total 

13,925 

14,167 

81,663 

109,755 

2. Three different classes as referred to above are subject to different rates, 
respectively, and the criterion for establishing each of these rates is to ensure 
that the fair sharing of a tax burden be realized most adequately, in accordance 
with the ability to pay of individual consumers. 

Information as to the imposition in Japan of the commodity tax on cigarette 
lighters (notification 559) 

1. The commodity tax is, under the present Japanese legislation, imposed at the 
time of delivery of goods from the place of manufacture and consequently, cigarette 
lighters, which are subject to the commodity tax, are taxed at the time of their 
delivery from the place of manufactiare (including assembly). 

Once, however, after cigarette lighters have been assembled and delivered 
with sufficient lighting function from the place of manufacture (the tax is imposed 
then) it would be impossible to impose the tax on them even though some further 
processing such as the attachment of accessories, etc. is carried out, because this 
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sort of processing does not constitute the manufacture of cigarette lighters 
and therefore, their delivery from the place of such processing would not be the ,-. 
stage at which the tax is to be levied. 

2. Such a situation as above is unavoidable, unless the tax is imposed at the 
retail stage. It may well be said that the same situation would arise if, in 
the case of the purchase tax in the United Kingdom, some taxable goods were sold 
from registered merchants to retailers and then some processing were made by the 
retailers. 

3. A problem of this sort could inevitably arise in regard to not only 
cigarette lighters, but also to all other taxable products, so far as the tax 
is imposed at the time of delivery from the place of manufacture or bonded area. 
This is by no means what the tax legislation originally intended to realize. 
Moreover, this is not limited to home originated products. 

For example, in cases where cigarette lighters without any accessories are 
imported and some accessories are fixed to them in the importing country later, 
the position of added value would not be taxed. 

Consequently, it is most reasonable to say that there exists, in respect 
of the taxation on cigarette lighters, no discrimination against imported products. 


